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Justin Timberlake 
 

This is your Pathfinder Report, personalised to the date, time and place of your birth; based 

on the principle that you are happiest when you are doing what you want to do most.  

  

The ancients believed that, at the moment of birth, as the soul journeys to the earth, it 

brings with it the influences of the planets which it passes on its way. This set of influences 

becomes the individual's map or horoscope. It becomes their internalised path.  

  

Purposelessness is perhaps the greatest dis-ease of our time. Without meaning life is 

empty. But what is the purpose and meaning of this life ? Why are we here ?  

  

We are here to walk our path, on the earth, beneath the sky. The inner sky becomes our 

path on  

earth.  

  

This Pathfinder Report asks the questions:  

 

Who Are My Helpers ?  
Considers friends, enemies and lovers; relationships and what you learn from them. How 

you die as an individual and are reborn as a child of the universe; losing your separateness 

and merging with the other-than-you.  

  

HOW TO READ YOUR PATHFINDER REPORT  
  

Pathfinder Report is not a personal description. It is more of a 'How To' manual, attempting 

to clarify your potential and tell you how you can fulfil it.  

  

There may seem to be some contradictions in the report, because human beings, and their 

lives, are full of paradoxes. Pathfinder Report shows you how to marry these differences 

within yourself.  

  

Look out for themes and patterns that emerge in your mind as you read the report. These 

are your focal, strong, points of emphasis in your life.  

  

As you read the report again, from time to time, more information will emerge.  

  

You may find the report wordy. Words have been used intentionally, not only to convey 

meaning, but to create the magical effect of sounds woven together. They are the 

interpretative tool, used to capture the essence and the influence of the astrological 

symbolism. They are the channel. The effect is the path.  

  

A note about parents. The nurturing, or inner, parent, more likely to be your father, with 

whom  

you relate on an unseen, spiritual level, in essence. can also be your mother, or anyone else 

who fulfilled that role in your life. The dominant, or outer, parent, more likely to be your 

mother, with, and through whom, you relate to the world, on the material plane, in so-
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called 'reality', can also be either. You will know which role has been played by whom or 

whether they have shared or alternated in these roles.  

  

Each parent can take either role at different times. What is important is that your parents, 

or carers, have shared a parenting attitude and dynamic, and you have been influenced by 

it.  

  

If there are parts of you portrayed that you do not readily recognise, think about denial and 

what you are not owning as your own. You may be attracting other people to fulfil parts of 

your chart that you are not fulfilling for yourself; eg the male role, the female role, your 

worldly image. Where you are given alternatives, they will not usually all be true for you.  

  

Remember that, whether you are male or female, your will have both male and female parts 

of yourself, which need to function in relationship with each other. Otherwise you can never 

be a complete person and will always be dependent on someone else to fulfil these roles for 

you. In this way you can never take up your own power, but remain trapped in dependency.  

  

For this reason this report does not have separate interpretations for men or women.  

  

Finally, if there are parts of the interpretation with which you cannot identify, this may be 

because they are in potential and have not yet been developed to their fullest possibility. So 

do re-consider. You may not be conscious of these things at this time and they may become 

apparent later. Your potential will unfold in time, as you mature. So you have an idea of 

what is in store for you and what you need to develop.  

  

Walk in beauty and happy travelling.  

  

Who Are My Helpers?  
  

Aquarius Descendant/Leo Ascendant  

  

You will be influenced by people who are independent, altruistic, innovative, unusual and 

generally concerned with the future of humanity. People with an individual outlook; self-

reliant; who do not mind playing second-fiddle to your varied interests; sharing attention 

equally with your many friends and acquaintances; forming relationships that are about 

more than the personal gratification of the participants; with people who are free-minded, 

open, out of the ordinary, friendly.  

 

Those who teach you most will treat you in a caring, compassionate, but detached way; 

teaching you self-sufficiency; giving you the space and freedom to develop your own 

identity through having to fend for yourself; enabling you to understand that there is more 

to life than your individual personality; allowing you to function as part of a larger system; 

sharing common goals with others, without oppression; friendship and loyalty.  

 

You will form relationships with people who encourage you to stand on your own feet; 

developing individuality; they will not let you be the centre of their world; or allow you to 

live through them. They will be fascinating, capable and successful in their own right, 

causing you to curb the competitiveness in your nature. You will have to share them with 

other people, as they will have a varied amount of interests; and be highly intellectual. They 

will balance your passion and enthusiasm, with cool, quiet, patience and enduring tenacity, 
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helping you to use insight and clear thinking in marrying your vision of personal identity 

with the need to create a social identity, within which you can function with co-operation 

and community, balancing your rampant egoism; allowing you to support and be supported 

by others; merging your personal authority and leadership qualities into joint ventures that 

allow the expression of many identities.  

 

Mercury in 7th House or Conjunct Descendant  

 

Also clever, articulate, educated, people; quick-witted, keen, alert, with whom you learn 

about relatedness; through your mutual exploration, mental and physical; interesting, 

intelligent, curious, inquisitive, people who like to formulate their own ideas about things; 

exchanging them with you and teaching you to make your own mind up; define yourself 

accurately; question and understand your motivations; working through problems with you; 

willing to sort things out; talk them through. Friendly, playful, youthful people, with active 

minds, who never grow old, or lose their sense of humour. You like variety in your 

associations; and need people to listen to you; also practical, skilful, organised people.  

 

Mars in 7th House or Conjunct Descendant  

  

Also people who are bold, challenging, pioneering, adventurous, daring; independent, 

outspoken, straightforward, direct; lively, energetic, hard-working, confronting people who 

will not act for you, but with you; ready to defend you, but leaving you to learn 

responsibility; taking their own; sexually active, dynamic and stimulating, not letting you 

rest on your laurels; or live your life through them.  

 

Aquarius Descendant/Leo Ascendant  

  

Your enemies and inner tyrants will be eccentric, erratic, egocentric, subjective, self-

centred, selfish; needing and demanding to be the centre of attention; full of their own 

importance; dramatic, affected, showy, making extravagant gestures; rebellious, 

revolutionary, impatient, cold, cutting, detached, non-committal, unfeeling; stubborn, 

pushy, bossy, autocratic, authoritarian; proud, aloof, snobbish, arrogant, vane; particular 

about surface appearances; about being humanitarian; yet having a cruel streak  

to their nature; and a tendency to use people to further their own aims.  

 

Mercury in 7th House or Conjunct Descendant  

  

And also narrow-minded, argumentative, provincial people, who do not think, at least, not 

for themselves; make their own minds up; copying other people's ideas; collecting 

information, details, opinions, and swallowing it wholesale, never digesting anything; 

gossiping; slow, stupid people; unable to make their own decisions; indefinite, non-

committal, not explaining themselves; ambivalent, tricky, slippery and impossible to pin 

down; always finding excuses for not feeling, not getting involved; finding fault, picking; 

living in their heads; objective, irrational and therefore impossible.  

 

Mars in 7th House or Conjunct Descendant 

 

And also angry, frustrated, bossy, demanding people who seek marriage, partnership, 

relationship in order to avoid taking responsibility; as proof of their worthiness; hoping that 

the other person will complete them; fulfil their inadequacy; but not compete with them; 

wanting things their own way. Competitive, impotent, powerless people who use aggression 
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to get their own way, when their models for action fail them; bullies; egocentrics; playing 

games; involved in power struggles; manipulating; and rubbing people up the wrong way.  

 

Aquarius Descendant  

  

In relationship with others you will be attracted to unusual people. You will need space and 

freedom; being able to leave suddenly, if necessary, in order to follow a cause or new 

opportunity, or make a change of direction; as these things matter to you more than any 

individual person. However, you will be honest, faithful, a good friend and companion; 

inventive, adventurous, experimental, open to new ideas and concepts; humanitarian, 

kindly, intuitive, intelligent, good in conversation; persevering, possibly dominant, 

enduring; but not suffering fools gladly. You are multi-faceted and extremely varied in your 

interests; being open to all races and creeds of people.  

 

Through relationships you will be able to create freedom and equality; liberation from 

prejudices of convention and tradition; and the restrictions of your youth; independence; 

progression; marrying the need for the creative expression of the self with the creative 

needs of humanity as a whole; the collective will be more important than the individuals; 

but space will need to be made for individuality and its need for expression, within the 

collective, partnership, or other co-operative collaboration. Your relationships will be 

unconventional, where the differentness, uniqueness of the partners must be balanced with 

the uniqueness and individuality of the relationship entity; marrying personal ego desires 

with altruistic motives and the need for perfectionism; creating ideal man/woman; balancing 

individual goals with goals for humanity; equality with natural inequality. Your relationships 

must serve the greater need of humanity; evolution. They must have purpose, outside of 

personal gratification; merging with a higher ideal; connected with other groups, societies, 

like-minded social, scientific or spiritual institutions. You and your partners must have 

something to do together which will further the brother/sisterhood of man/and woman; the 

collective whole; causing changes in the established order; through discoveries, visions, 

reforms and innovations. You will often experience long separations or frequent changes, 

feelings of coldness, isolation and estrangement, until these prerequisites are recognised 

and accepted.  

 

Mercury in 7th House or Conjunct Descendant  

  

Your relationships will help you to find and express your ability to gather and distribute 

information; sharing what you know; exploring with another; operating within the local 

environment; expanding your thinking process; conversation; sharing analysis; 

communication; mental agility and alacrity; skilfulness; serving through doing; dealings 

with mundane matters; finding mental stimulation as exciting and enlightening as sexual 

stimulation; focusing your ideas; and formulating personal concepts. 

  

Mars in 7th House or Conjunct Descendant  

  

Your relationships will help you to find and express your identity, potency and power; to 

know yourself as a separate person, working industriously and energetically alongside 

another; making clear boundaries; being clear about your needs and desires; allowing space 

for your partner's; giving each other personal freedom;  developing courage and 

assertiveness; getting what you want out of life.  

 

DESC in Aquarius  
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Your relationships of social identity will evolve through your unorthodox attitudes to  

truth, transformation and regeneration; depth and intensity,  

in your emotional beingness, feelings and sensitivity; the exploration of your imagination  

and inner, personal life; your past and links with ancestors; your home and base of  

operations; your own soul, race, roots and family; the development of an identity which is  

separate from, but not necessarily different to, theirs; finding your inner light and  

shining with it;  

 

Gemini in 11th House & Mercury in 7th or Conjunct DESC  

  

and your sharing of personal concepts through enquiry, investigation and communication, in 

your social aims, achievements and ambitions; involvement with collective ideals, goals and 

visions; intellectual understanding and interaction with groups, friends and organisations; 

social, political and humanitarian causes; alternatives, innovations and reforms; using your 

vocation and standing in society to contribute to the future evolution of humanity;  

 

Virgo in 2nd House & Mercury in 7th or Conjunct DESC  

  

and your sharing of personal service through precision, detail and devotion, in your own 

values and sense of stability, self-worth and self-esteem; the accumulation and positive use 

of money, resources, talents and possessions; material and objective goals; body 

awareness and building of physical foundations;  

 

Aries in 9th House & Mars in 7th or Conjunct DESC  

and your sharing of an individual identity through initiation, action and assertiveness, in 

writing, travelling, higher education and exploration; foreign cultures, philosophies, 

expanding consciousness, awareness, intuition and understanding; sociability and 

relationship with the entire universe; developing spiritual and religious meaning and 

purpose to life;  your personal image of God;  

 

Venus in Capricorn  
  

You value and feel open and receptive to people who are serious, responsible, mature, 

conscientious, hard-working, traditional, conservative,  realistic, practical and sensible; 

loyal, reliable, trustworthy, dutiful, steadfast and patient; sometimes mercenary; holding 

onto conventional values; somewhat narrow-minded; rather cold, cautious, reserved, 

constrained, aloof, hard to get to know; not trusting easily; lacking self-esteem and faith in 

their own abilities; but hiding great affection, spiritual aspiration and steadfastness; 

ambitious, desirous of public recognition, public spirited and willing to make a contribution 

to civilisation. Their image of femininity is cool, calculating, wise and mature; often career-

orientated, professional, impeccable; capable, refined, sensible, earthy and sensual; but 

dignified, proper, and secretly passionate. They have no time for fools or frivolity; needing 

helpmates, useful people with whom to relate; people who will help them fulfil their 

ambitions in hard-working partnerships. They will work long and hard at relationships; 

sometimes taking all of the responsibility; persevering; even when the relationship is 

difficult or even impossible, stagnating; pushing against their own blocks and fears of 

failure; which they expect; yet wanting to succeed at all costs, to make a good and 

enduring relationship; which makes practical sense; with clear boundaries and definition of 
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purpose; stability, security, permanence, constancy, predictability; taking great care of their 

loved ones; wanting financial stability, status, recognition from a partnership.  They tend to 

be unromantic, replacing passion with pragmatism; although a deep earthy sexuality exists 

beneath their fear of rejection. Often they marry older people.  

 

You are attracted to these people because they have the makings of your perfect mate; 

matching your ideals of love; and its purest form of expression, for you; people with whom 

you would desire a workable love relationship; an earthly partnership; because they reflect 

your bounty, beauty and resourcefulness; the feminine in you; your personal brand of 

attractiveness. People with whom you can share your giftedness. * Venus in 5th House  

 

These relationships will develop and mature through the growth of your personal 

attractiveness, self-expression and creativity, children, personal creations, hobbies, re-

creative activities, love affairs and playful activities which enable you to feel more of who 

you are.  

Libra on 3rd House Cusp  
  

You will develop a sense of balance and harmony; love and unity; evaluation and 

relatedness; sharing, in your relationship with and integration into your close environment; 

and the intelligence and understanding that you gain from your interactions there; what you 

teach to others. * Moon in Sagittarius  

Your soul's mate will be enthusiastic, optimistic and adventurous; a seeker and a searcher; 

a free spirit. They will be humorous, sociable, entertaining and tremendous fun. But they 

may have difficulty in making commitment and may flirt. Being curious they tend to wander 

and can be promiscuous. But they will be honest, outspoken, spiritual and often prophetic 

and philosophical. However, you may find them unrealistic, over-ambitious, scattered and 

unreliable; difficult to pin down. They mean well but often overextend themselves or 

promise more than they can deliver. However, when they do, they bring the sunshine with 

them.  

* Mars in Aquarius  
  

You are sexually attracted to and stimulated by exciting, open-minded, intellectually 

stimulating people with new ideas; frequent changes; surprises; friendship, shared views 

and causes; a few debates and arguments to clear the air in your relationships. You like to 

express your sexuality in exploratory, experimental, innovative ways; gaining excitement 

and stimulation from unconventional, and shocking, attitudes; anything new or untried; 

getting bored easily; liking variety and diversity; but disliking changing partners; preferring 

to be kept interested and entertained in one relationship.  

Your image of masculinity is unique, intelligent, professorial, breaking new boundaries; free-

thinking, egalitarian, revolutionary; forthright, progressive, independent; unusual, eccentric, 

politically active; different, unconventional, surprising, unpredictable; political, scientific or 

involved in the paranormal.  


